Monte Carlo feasibility study of orthogonal bremsstrahlung beams for improved radiation therapy imaging.
The basic characteristics of orthogonal bremsstrahlung beams are studied and the feasibility of improved contrast imaging with such a beam is evaluated. In the context of this work, orthogonal bremsstrahlung beams represent the component of the bremsstrahlung distribution perpendicular to the electron beam impinging on an accelerator target. The BEAMnrc Monte Carlo code was used to study target characteristics, energy spectra and relative fluences of orthogonal beams to optimize target design. The reliability of the simulations was verified by comparing our results with benchmark experiments. Using the results of the Monte Carlo optimization, the targets with various materials and a collimator were designed and built. The primary pencil electron beam from the research port of a Varian Clinac-18 accelerator striking on Al, Pb and C targets was used to create orthogonal beams. For these beams, diagnostic image contrast was tested by placing simple Lucite objects in the path of the beams and comparing image contrast obtained in the orthogonal direction to the one obtained in the forward direction. The simulations for various target materials and various primary electron energies showed that a width of 80% of the continuous-slowing-down approximation range (RCSDA) is sufficient to remove electron contamination in the orthogonal direction. The photon fluence of the orthogonal beam for high Z targets is larger compared to low Z targets, i.e. by a factor of 20 for W compared to Be. For a 6 MeV electron beam, the mean energy for low Z targets is calculated to be 320 keV for Al and 150 keV for Be, and for a high Z target like Pb to be 980 keV. For irradiation times of 1.2 s in an electron mode of the linac, the contrast of diagnostic images created with orthogonal beams from the Al target is superior to that in the forward direction. The image contrast and the beam profile of the bremsstrahlung beams were also studied. Both the Monte Carlo study and experiment showed an improvement of the contrast for lower Z target materials. This study confirms the feasibility, both in terms of intensity and image contrast, of orthogonal bremsstrahlung beams for radiation therapy imaging.